
 
 

Economy 

 

Export falls in August 

 Export earnings fell 11.74 percent year-on-year to $3.21 billion in August because of slowdown in shipment of 

major items such as garments, leather and leather goods and jute and jute goods. 

 The receipts in July were $3.58 billion. 

 Exports, however, rose 2.51 percent year-on-year to $6.79 billion in the July-August period and the earnings 

were 3.24 percent higher than the $6.58 billion target set for the two-month period, according to data from the 

Export Promotion Bureau. 

 In July-August, the shipment of garments, which contribute more than 80 percent to the national exports, grew 

only 3.82 percent to $5.73 billion. 

 Knitwear items fetched $2.91 billion and woven items $2.82 billion in July-August, up 1.53 percent and 6.28 

percent respectively compared with the corresponding period a year ago. 

 Overseas sales of jute and jute goods declined 15.57 percent to $131.13 million in the first two months of the 

current fiscal year. 

 Earnings from the exports of leather and leather goods also dropped by 26.26 percent to $183 million in July-

August. 

 Home textile shipment brought home $134.35 million, falling 4.53 percent. 

 Frozen and live fish exports declined 30.23 percent to $87.20 million in July-August. 

 Exports of agricultural products rose 68.05 percent to $177.70 million and handicrafts 11.52 percent to $3 

million. 

 Pharmaceutical exports were up 19.10 percent to $18.77 million. 

 Terry towel shipment grew 22.05 percent to $8.08 million and ceramic exports went up by 297.18 percent to 

$29.59 million. 
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Rich in Bangladesh rising faster than anywhere 

 Bangladesh has topped the list of countries that saw the quickest growth in the number of ultra-wealthy people 

between 2012 and 2017, according to a new report from New York-based research firm Wealth-X. 

 The number of ultra-high net-worth (UHNW) individuals in Bangladesh rose by 17.3 percent during the period, 

the World Ultra Wealth Report 2018 shows. 

 UHNW individuals are defined as people with investable assets of at least $30 million, usually excluding personal 

assets and property such as a primary residence, collectibles and consumer durables. 

 In terms of growth, Bangladesh is ahead of China, Vietnam, Kenya, India, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Pakistan and 

the US.   

 Although the US recorded the weakest growth in its ultra-wealthy population, it remained by far the leading 

country for UHNW individuals in 2017, accounting for a 31 percent share. 

 The US was home to 79,595 ultra-wealthy individuals last year, followed by Japan, China, Germany, Canada, 

France, Hong Kong, the UK, Switzerland and Italy. 

 Among the top 10 countries, China and Hong Kong have achieved the strongest gains in their ultra-wealthy 

populations over the past five years. 

  In contrast, those of Japan, Canada, Italy and the UK have largely stagnated. Looking at a broader range of 

nations, China – perhaps surprisingly – is not the global leader. 

 ―That status lies with Bangladesh, which has registered compound annual growth in its UHNW population of 17 

percent since 2012,‖ said the report. 

 ―Double-digit increases have also been posted by Vietnam, Kenya and India, illustrating the significant 

opportunities for wealth creation across the emerging world.‖ 

 To size and forecast the ultra-wealthy population and its combined wealth, Wealth-X uses proprietary Wealth 

and Investable Assets Model, which covers the top 75 economies that account for 98 percent of the global GDP. 

 To estimate total private wealth, it uses econometric techniques that incorporate a large number of national 

variables such as stock market values, GDP, tax rates, income levels and savings from sources such as the World 

Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development and 

national statistics authorities. 

 According to the report, in 2017, the world's UHNW population rose by 12.9 percent to 255,810, a sharp 

acceleration from a year earlier. Their combined wealth surged by 16.3 percent to $31.5 trillion, implying healthy 

gains in average net worth. 

 The finance, banking and investment sector was the primary industry focus for the largest proportion of the 

global ultra-wealthy population in 2017, accounting for a 14.2 percent share. 

 Manufacturing was the second most significant industry, with its share edging higher to 7.6 percent. 

 The proportion of the global ultra-wealthy population whose fortunes are predominantly self-made continued 

to increase last year, hitting 67.5 percent. 
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 The new World Ultra Wealth Report 2018 reveals that the combined net worth of the UHNW population 

increased by 16.3% to $31.5 trillion last year. Download the full report today to learn more - http://bit.ly/2ClKsTz  

 The global ultra-wealthy population remains heavily male dominated, although the proportion of women has 

risen gradually over recent years and increased further in 2017 to a record high of 13.7 percent. 

 The number of UHNW women grew by an estimated 31 percent to just under 35,000. 

 Philanthropic activity is cited regularly as one of the main interests of the global ultra-wealthy population. 

 Education is the top charitable cause among men and women, with around a third of UHNW individuals 

directing at least part of their philanthropic endeavours to programmes such as scholarships, outreach courses, 

teacher training and more. 

 

From https://www.thedailystar.net/online/news/fastest-growing-rich-population-country-bangladesh-report-1632385 

 

Keep spending on skills development: experts 

 Adequate and constant investment in human capital and skills development are the essentials to preparing the 

next generation for uncertainties of the future job market, International Monetary Fund's resident representative 

for Bangladesh said yesterday. 

 Rapid technological innovation and active labour market policies are also required, said Ragnar Gudmundsson. 

 He spoke at a roundtable on ―Closing the skills gap: Preparing the next generation for an uncertain job market‖. 

 Bangladesh Youth Leadership Centre (BYLC) in partnership with The Daily Star organised the discussion at The 

Daily Star Centre in the capital. 

 Investment in human capital means higher public spending on vocational education—which is very insignificant 

in Bangladesh—and training and higher education, said Gudmundsson.  

 It is crucial for Bangladesh to reduce reliance on readymade garments as an export and job creation engine 

because the sector will become more capital intensive and automated in the next few years, he said. 

 Citing a study of the Centre for Policy Dialogue, he said automation was already playing a role in the sector 

while women's share in the workforce was declining. 

 Bangladesh's focus should now be on shipbuilding, pharmaceuticals, information technology and low carbon 

initiatives, the latter stemming from the fact that Bangladesh has always been at the forefront of discussions on 

climate change impacts, added Gudmundsson. 

 Focusing on a low carbon economy makes sense as a recent study showed that adopting it to meet challenges 

of climate change could potentially create 65 million jobs worldwide, he said. 

 The IMF official said though Bangladesh was putting emphasis on creating new economic zones, which would 

create a lot of jobs, the required skilled human resource for attracting foreign investors was not available here. ―I 

have had discussions with some foreign banks. They want to invest in Bangladesh but they are concerned about 

having the right skills,‖ he added. 

 So special training should be introduced for new recruits as many of them may initially lack the required skills, 

said Gudmundsson. 

 Assistant Professor Homayara L Ahmed of the Institute of Business Administration at the University of Dhaka 

said universities were grooming students to bridge the gap with industry needs but imparting skills was not an 

individual responsibility and should start at the school level. 

 Organisations also have to take up the responsibility of grooming graduates joining their teams so that they can 

take up senior roles, she said. 

 Engineers, pharmacists and doctors seeking an MBA degree invariably blame a ―very bad‖ job market is pushing 

them away from their line of work, said Ahmed. 

 ―Are the organisations ready to understand that the employment market has changed because we are dealing 

with millennials now?‖ she said. 

 ―The millennials are completely different. They know stuff that I don't know. Everyone has a role on integrating 

the millennials with the job environment,‖ she added. 

 ―The fundamental quality of the human mind must be curiosity. It is the curious mind that has invented 

everything in civilisation. Skills are fine, but first quality is curiosity,‖ said Mahfuz Anam, editor and publisher of 

The Daily Star. 

 ―And the second is the quality of modesty. Each of us must be modest because there are millions of others who 

are better than you and I. The third is a quality of self confidence,‖ she said. 

 ―We Bangalees suffer from two extreme emotions. On one end we think we are good for nothing and other is 

the sense of superiority,‖ said Anam. 

 ―I think one of the fundamental sources of my strength is that I always tried to do what I am not good at. And 

with that knowledge, what I am not good at, actually inevitably what springs out is what you are good at,‖ he 

added. 

 Moderating the event, Ejaj Ahmad, the BYLC president, said they would adapt and introduce online courses 

taking the roundtable's suggestions on bridging the industry-academia gap. 

 BYLC's online learning academy equips youth from different corners of Bangladesh with relevant skills of the 

21st century, he said. 
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 Human resource and recruitment heads of different organisations—Md Mahbubur Rahman from DHL 

Bangladesh, Farhana Afreen Mahmood from United Group, Dipa Reza from Adcomm, Monjurul Alam from 

Eastern Bank and Shaila Parveen from City Bank—were present. 

 

From https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/keep-spending-skills-development-experts-1632688 

 

China to lend more this year: envoy 

 China will lend more to Bangladesh this year than in the previous year to help improve its infrastructure, the 

envoy of the Asian economic powerhouse said yesterday. 

 Zhang Zuo, the Chinese ambassador in Dhaka, said his country lent Bangladesh $500 million in 2017 as per the 

commitment of their President Xi Jinping in October 2016. 

 The diplomat disclosed that Bangladesh has received the highest amount of loan among the least developed 

countries under the Belt and Road Initiative of China. 

 ―This year Bangladesh is likely to receive more loans from China than other countries in the world,‖ Zuo said. 

 He was addressing a discussion on ―China-Bangladesh Communication, Cooperation and Coordination 

Mechanism for Industry Enterprises under Belt and Road Initiative‖ at Pan Pacific Sonargaon in Dhaka.  

 However, the envoy did not mention the amount his country will lend Bangladesh this year. 

 The Chinese embassy in Bangladesh and the industries ministry jointly organised the discussion mainly to 

highlight the future of investment, trade, development assistance and infrastructure development under the 

China's flagship BRI project. 

 A group of Chinese entrepreneurs who have investments here for many years in different sectors like garment, IT 

and infrastructure have attended the discussion. Senior officials of the industries ministry represented 

Bangladesh at the programme. 

 Regarding Chinese investments in Bangladesh, Zuo said so far more than 200 small and medium enterprises 

from China have invested more than $1 billion and created employment for 1.10 lakh people. 

 ―Now negotiation is going on to materialise an investment of $3 billion in the steel sector of Bangladesh,‖ he 

said. 

 The envoy also talked about bilateral trade between the two Asian nations as his country has already become 

Bangladesh's largest trading partner. 

 He said bilateral trade between the two countries reached $9.35 billion in the first six months till June of the 

current year, up 17.6 percent from the same period a year ago. 

 Last year, the trade between the two countries was $16 billion, up 5.8 percent from a year before. 

 He said, after the Chinese president put forward the BRI in 2013, some 103 countries and international 

organisations have signed cooperation agreements with China. 

 ―A brighter prospect of the BRI is being carved out with the interconnected and simultaneous development of 

multiple 'roads of dreams', including the Blue Economy Corridor, the Sky Silk Road and the Digital Silk Road,‖ the 

envoy said. 

 So far, the value of engineering contracts signed between Bangladesh and Chinese companies reached $10.4 

billion, second in South Asia. 

 He said Chinese companies are implementing some mega projects in Bangladesh like Padma Bridge Railway Link 

at a cost of $3 billion. Out of the total cost of the project, China is giving $2.67 billion as loan to Bangladesh. 

 Shah Md Aminul Huq, chairman of Bangladesh Chemical Industries Corporation, and Md Safiqul Islam, 

managing director of SME Foundation, presented business and investment opportunities in Bangladesh before 

Chinese investors. 
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Capital Market  

 

Banking loopholes limit potential of stockmarket 

 Bangladesh's stockmarket is being held back from reaching its potential because of the indiscipline in the 

banking sector, which has spoiled companies' attitude, said M Khairul Hossain, chairman of the Bangladesh 

Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC). 

 To raise funds from the public, only submission of financial reports is required, he said. 

 But big companies prefer to go to banks for their financial needs to avoid complying with the rule of having 

transparent financial transactions and maintaining corporate governance, he told The Daily Star in an interview 

yesterday. 

 ―Stricter banking rules should be introduced now to punish the defaulters, so that the big companies are 

encouraged to come to the stockmarket for future financing.‖ 

 As is practice, unethical businesses take huge loans from banks and avoid paying them back by getting stay 

orders from court on their defaulter status. 
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 Although banks take huge collateral against the loans, they cannot confiscate the property because of the stay 

order. 

 ―Besides, in Bangladesh we cannot compel multinational companies to come to the stockmarket due to lack of 

rules. But in India it is mandatory for every multinational to be listed with stockmarket if it wants to do business 

in that country.‖ 

 The existing rule of giving 10 percent tax benefit to every listed company has failed to attract the global firms, he 

said. 

 ―The global firms show reluctance because of the mandatory rule of maintaining transparent financial statement 

to be listed.‖ 

 Subsequently, he advised the government to introduce stricter rules to bring multinational and local government 

firms to the capital market. 

 The capital market regulator is holding conferences at the district level across the country to raise awareness 

about the benefits of raising funds from the stockmarket. 

 ―It is easy to raise funds from the stockmarket. No interest, no collateral and less risk will be attached with the 

fund. They will enjoy some tax benefits too.‖ 

 Hossain, who took charge of the commission in May 2011 when the government had to go for massive reforms 

because of the stockmarket crash in 2010, said the initiative is paying off well for the BSEC. 

 In the last seven years, the regulatory standards and laws have improved a lot, he said. 

 In December 2013, the International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) awarded the BSEC with the 

'A' category regulatory agency status -- a global acclaim as the US stockmarket regulator also belongs to the 

group, he said. 

 The IOSCO is an association of organisations that regulate the world's securities and futures markets. 

 Venture capital -- which is a financing that investors provide to startup companies and small businesses that are 

believed to have long-term growth potential -- has huge potential in Bangladesh, he said. 

 The commission introduced rules and regulations for venture capital funds in 2015, and 37 companies have so 

far been established through such fund under the ICT ministry, according to Hossain. 

 The rise of venture capital firm will generate huge employment and help the stockmarket to increase its 

contribution to the country's gross domestic production, he said. 

 In America, 14 percent employment comes from the venture capital industry. 

 The registration of venture capital firms increased significantly last year in Bangladesh, with the number 

expected to hit 100 by the end of 2018, he said. 

 At present, the market is equity based and the BSEC is trying to change that by introducing new conceptual 

funds like venture capital, private equity and impact. 

 By December, the regulator will launch a separate trading board in the stockmarket for firms with capital less 

than Tk 30 crore, he said. 

 Numerous opportunities will open up when small venture capital firms enter the stockmarket. Many new foreign 

investments will come for such firms, he said. 

 The BSEC also initiated a financial literacy programme for inclusion in the curriculums of schools and colleges. 

 ―In Sri Lanka, investment education is already included in their curriculum and India also took initiative.‖ 

 In the investment education syllabus, students will learn about finance, money market, capital market and so on. 

 The BSEC has also developed a strong surveillance system to prevent price manipulation, he said. 

 At present, the unusual price hike of shares on its first trading day has become a headache for the BSEC. 

 ―We are now thinking of introducing a circuit breaker for every share from its first day of trading.‖ 
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Bank 

 

13 banks face Tk 10,971cr provision deficit 

 Thirteen banks faced a combined provisioning shortfall of Tk 10,971 crore in the second quarter of 2018 which 

not only exposed their worsening financial health but also raised the possibility of lending rate hike. 

 The banks are Sonali, Agrani, Rupali, BASIC, AB, Bangladesh Commerce, IFIC, Mutual Trust, First Security Islami, 

National, Premier, Social Islami and Standard, according to data from the Bangladesh Bank. 

 Some of the lenders have been facing the provision shortfall for a long time as they disbursed loans flouting 

rules, said BB officials. 

 First Security Islami Bank faced the provision shortfall for the first time in recent years. 

 A shortfall is an amount by which a financial obligation or liability exceeds the amount of cash that is available. 

The shortfall can be temporary, arising out of a unique set of circumstances, or it can be persistent, which may 

indicate poor financial management practices. 

 In the first quarter, the provisioning shortfall stood at Tk 10,596 crore at 12 banks. 
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 As per the BB regulations, banks have to keep 0.50 percent to 5 percent provisioning against general category 

loans, 20 percent against classified loans of substandard category, 50 percent against classified loans of doubtful 

category, and 100 percent against classified loans of bad or loss category. 

 Banks have to keep the required provisioning from their operating profit, so they will raise the lending rates in 

the coming days to ensure profits, said Khondker Ibrahim Khaled, a former deputy governor of the central bank. 

 Banks, both public and private, have recently taken the decision to lower the interest rates on lending and 

deposits to 9 percent and 6 percent respectively – a move that will further erode their profit and provision base, 

he said. 

 The concern about the weakening financial health led banks to implement the rates partially breaking their own 

commitment in a bid to avoid provision shortfall and halt the declining trend of profits, he said. 

 ―The single-digit interest rate is not fit for the country's banking sector right now as it has long been facing 

problems, stemming mainly from financial corruption,‖ Khaled said. 

 The decision to implement the single-digit interest rate will badly hit the banking sector in the days to come, 

said the former chairman of state-run Krishi Bank. 

 A BB official said the upward trend of default loans is largely responsible for the provision deficit. 

 At the end of June, default loans in the banking sector totalled Tk 89,340 crore, up 20.23 percent from six 

months ago. The capital base of the 13 banks will erode significantly if they kept provisioning as per the central 

bank rules, said a BB official. 

 The overall shortfall in provisioning against general and defaulted loans in the banking sector widened to Tk 

7,990 crore in June, up from Tk 6,767 crore last December. 
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Most banks renege on promises despite availing benefits 

 The majority of the banks have not brought down the lending rate to single digits despite availing both policy 

and fiscal supports offered by the government. 

 More than three dozen banks did not re-fix their rates on lending at 9.0 per cent. 

 Four banks offered more than 6.0 per cent interest rate on three-month term deposits, according to the central 

bank's monitoring reports on lending and deposits rates for July 2018. 

 However, only seven private commercial banks, mostly Shariah-based Islamic lenders, implemented the 

decisions of the Bangladesh Association of Banks (BAB) by cutting both lending and deposit rates. 

 Twelve more banks including foreign lenders have brought down the lending rate to the single-digits, 

particularly for term loans and working capital. 

 Earlier on June 20, the BAB decided to cut back on the interest rates on both lending and deposit at 9.0 per cent 

and 6.0 per cent respectively from July 01. 

 The number of banks, which brought down the lending rates at single digits, particularly for the productive 

sector may go up in August 2018, a senior official of the Bangladesh Bank (BB) told the FE. 

 "We're now preparing the reports on both lending and deposits rates for August 2018," the central banker said. 

 Meanwhile, influential large borrowers have already taken the advantage from the BAB's decisions by securing 

loans at 9.0 per cent, according to the banking sector insiders. 

 But small borrowers have not yet benefited from the much-talked about BAB move, they said. 

 "Big borrowers, especially 'politically exposed persons', are now taking the maximum benefits from slashing 

lending rates by using their influences to the top management of the banks," a senior executive of a leading 

private bank told the FE preferring anonymity. 

 The central bank had earlier instructed the banks and non-banking financial institutions (NBFIs) to be more 

careful while opening and maintaining the accounts of the politically-connected people. 

 Also, good borrowers are now able to get loans at 9.0 per cent through bargaining with the banks, he said. 

 "The banks are bound at a stage to re-fix the lending rate at 9.0 per cent to continue business with good 

borrowers," the private banker said, mentioning the names of more than corporate entities. 

 He also said the banks are now following the BB's policy for the selection of good borrowers. 

 The central bank had issued a policy for good borrowers to establish a sound credit culture in the country's 

banking sector. 

 Under the existing policy, a borrower will be considered good if his or her loan accounts -- continuous, demand 

and term -- prove to be "unclassified" for three consecutive years. 

 Talking to the FE, Abul Kasem Khan, president of the Dhaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry (DCCI), said the 

banks should take effective measures to slash their lending rates to single-digits as they availed different policy 

supports from the government and the central bank. 

 The government and the central bank of Bangladesh provided different policy supports to the banks, particularly 

the private lenders nearly five months ago. 

 The benefits include lowering of corporate tax, slashing of repo rate and reduction in cash reserve requirement 

(CRR) as the banking regulator moved to decrease the lending rate and ease the liquidity crunch in the banking 

system. 
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 The private banks were also allowed to receive 50 per cent deposits of state entities, up from the previous ceiling 

of 25 per cent. 

 "We want single digit lending rate for reducing the cost of doing business in Bangladesh," the DCCI chief said, 

adding that it would help improve productivity too. 

 Mr. Khan urged the central bank to play an effective role in bringing down the lending rate to single-digits to 

facilitate the overall business activities across the country. 

 "The central bank should strengthen monitoring and supervision for the implementation of the single-digit 

lending rate," the DCCI president noted. 

 When contacted, a BB senior official said the central bank has already expedited monitoring and supervision to 

assess the overall interest rates on both lending and deposits in the banking sector. 

 "We're monitoring the interest rate closely," the central banker said without giving further details. 

 Talking to the FE, AKM Nurul Fazal Bulbul, member-secretary of BAB Research and Training Centre, said: "We're 

still trying to implement our decisions on slashing the interest rates," he said. 

 "But some banks are unable to do this right now," Mr. Bulbul said without elaborating. 

 Currently, the banks lend out to large and medium industries at interest rates ranging from 6.0 per cent to 18 

per cent and to small industries between 8.0 per cent and 20 per cent. 

 The bank's lending rates on working capital to large and medium-scale industries vary between 5.75 per cent 

and 17 per cent, according to the report on scheduled banks' interest rates for July. 

 The interest rates on working capital for small industries range from 6.60 per cent and 18.50 per cent and trade 

financing loans at 6.75 per cent and 17 per cent. 

 Interest rates on housing loans hover at 8.0 per cent and 18 per cent and consumer credits at between 8.50 per 

cent and 20 per cent, said the central bank's latest monitoring report. 

 Meanwhile, the banks are now offering variable rates of interest on fixed deposit schemes, particularly for three-

month, six-month and one-year, ranging from 1.50 per cent and 11 per cent, it added. 

 The banks have offered interest rates on savings accounts ranging between 0.40 per cent and 8.75 per cent to 

attract more funds from general depositors. 
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Infrastructure 

 

Ecnec approves 18 projects 

 The Executive Committee of the National Economic Council (Ecnec) on Tuesday approved a project involving Tk 

59.18 billion to ensure infrastructural development at 2,000 selected madrasahs across the country, reports UNB. 

 The approval came from the weekly Ecnec meeting held at the NEC conference room in the city with Ecnec 

Chairperson and Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina in the chair. 

 "Today (Tuesday), the Ecnec cleared a total of 18 projects at a total estimated cost of Tk 177.86.billion," Planning 

Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal said while briefing reporters after the meeting. 

 Of the total project cost, Tk 138.13 billion will come from government funds while Tk 426.2 million from the own 

funds of organisations concerned and the rest of Tk 39.30 billion as project assistance, he said. 

 Of the total projects, 12 are new and six are revised ones. 

 The Planning Minister said the project titled 'Selected Madrasahs Development' will be implemented by June 

2021. 

 He said some 2,000 madrasahs will be covered under the project and each Member of Parliament (MP) has 

provided a list of six madrasahs from their respective constituencies for infrastructural development under the 

project. 

 Besides, some other madrasahs will be selected under special consideration, he added. 

 The 17 other projects approved in the Ecnec meeting include Rural Transport Improvement Project-2 (RTIP-2), 

(second revised) with a cost of Tk 4,819.70 crore, Completing the Unfinished Works of PC Girder Bridge over 

Lohalia River under Patuakhali district with Tk 102 crore, Embankment Protection and Dredging of Arialkhan 

River under Faridpur district with Tk 291.49 crore, Noakhali, Feni, Laxmipur, Chattogram and Chandpur 

Agriculture Development Project with Tk 69.43 crore, Power Distribution System Development, Chattogram 

Zone, (1st revised) with Tk 1,421.48 crore, Extension and Strengthening of Bangladesh Standards and Testing 

Institution (five districts) (3rd revised) with Tk 51.45 crore and Development of Pabna Science and Technology 

University with Tk 480.60 crore. 

 The approved projects also include Integration, Modernization, Maintenance and Extension of Safety Facility of 

3-MW Capacity Research Reactor Facility of Nuclear Research Institution in Savar with Tk 74.95 crore, Urban 

Primary Health Care Services Delivery Project (2nd phase) with Tk 1,136 crore, Physical Infrastructure 

Development of Eight Pourasavas under Jamalpur district with Tk 612.86 crore, Land Acquisition for Surface 

Water Treatment Plant of Rajshahi Wasa with Tk 78.69 crore and Preservation of History and Historical Buildings 

and Surroundings Development of Dhaka Old Central Jail with Tk 607.36 crore. 
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 The remaining projects are Preservation of Killing Field and Construction of Monument for Genocide Committed 

by the Pakistani Occupation Forces during the 1971 Liberation War with Tk 442.40 crore, Pachuria-Faridpur-

Bhanga Railway Track Rehabilitation and Construction (2nd revised) with Tk 347.31 crore, Jamalpur-Dhanua-

Kamalpur-Roumari-Datbhanga District Highway Widening and Strengthening (Kurigram Portion) with Tk 332.10 

crore, Strengthening of First Class Weather Surveillance Station at 13 River Ports in Bangladesh with Tk 80.50 

crore and Barisal Division Rural Infrastructure Development with Tk 920 crore. 
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Company Specific 

 

Robi fined Tk 50cr for using ‘unauthorised’ fibre service 

 The Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission has fined Robi Axiata Limited Tk 50 crore as the 

mobile phone operator continued receiving ‗unauthorised‘ fibre optic transmission service from Bangla Phone 

Limited. 

 The telecom regulator issued a letter to Robi in this regard on Monday asking the mobile operator to pay the 

amount within 10 days. 

 The BTRC move was a follow-up to its July initiative when the commission, in a letter, warned Robi of Tk 50 crore 

in fine if it continued to take Nationwide Telecommunication Transmission Network service from Bangla Phone. 

 The government has refrained from giving permission to Bangla Phone for running NTTN service since 2015 and 

has already decided to revoke Bangla Phone‘s internet service providing licence for operating ‗illegal‘ NTTN 

service. 

 The BTRC‘s latest letter also mentioned that the mobile phone operator was yet to give any reply to the letter 

issued by the commission in July this year, which indicated that Robi had nothing to say in this connection. 

 The BTRC‘s latest letter also mentioned that instead of discontinuing Bangla Phone service, Robi continued 

receiving unauthorised fibre optic transmission services from Bangla Phone even after receiving the interim 

injunction on using the service. 

 The telecom regulator detected the non-compliance through an inspection of Robi Axiata Limited on August 27 

this year. 

 By continuing receiving Bangla Phone service, the mobile phone operator failed to comply with the directives 

and orders issued by the commission, the BTRC letter said. 

 Unless the amount is paid within the BTRC-specified time, the commission would realise the amount under the 

section 24 and 26 of public demand act, 2001 along with taking necessary actions under section 64(3) of the act, 

the BTRC said. 

 Replying to a New Age query, Robi Axiata Limited in a statement said, ‗We [Robi] had responded to BTRC on this 

issue on several occasions but unfortunately BTRC have denied the receipt of our response.‘  

 ‗Therefore, it is evident that BTRC has taken its decision without assessing our [Robi] responses about it and or 

our agreement with the BTCL,‘ said the statement issued by Robi vice-president (media, communications and 

sustainability) Ekram Kabir. 

 The statement said that the existing fibre operators were continuing to refuse to provide fibre service to any 

mobile operators. 

 ‗It is no surprise that Robi was not leasing any fibre from any fibre operators, except the government-owned 

BTCL,‘ it said.  

 Therefore, the letter or imposition of penalty on Robi is seriously flawed and does not have any legal basis, it 

said.  

 ‗It is utterly surprising that BTRC chose to pursue Robi despite Robi taking fibre from BTCL and not Bangla 

Phone, whereas ignored to pursue 50 entities that are taking services in question,‘ it said. 

 The BTRC on April 25 this year asked the mobile phone company to explain in seven days, upon receiving the 

notice, why it would not be restrained from taking telecom transmission service from Bangla Phone. 

 Robi in its reply to the commission informed that the entity was taking the service from Bangladesh 

Telecommunication Company Limited not from Bangla Phone. 

 The commission, however, found the explanation dissatisfactory as Bangla Phone leased fibre optic cable to 

BTCL. 

 Earlier, in August, 2016, the BTRC asked all telecom operators not to use fibre transmission service from Bangla 

Phone and warned that it would take action if any operator was found using such service from the firm.  

 

From http://www.newagebd.net/article/50378/robi-fined-tk-50cr-for-using-unauthorised-fibre-service 

 

 

 

  

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/ecnec-approves-18-projects-1536686951
http://www.newagebd.net/article/50378/robi-fined-tk-50cr-for-using-unauthorised-fibre-service


 
 

 


